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EXPLANATORY !lm;lV!ORANDUM 
1. By Decision of 13 July 1981 the Council authorized the Commission to 
open negotiations With Ozeohoslovald.a with a view to the oonolwsion of an 
agreement on trade in textile products. 
2. In accordance with the Council Decision, and in consul tat ion with the 
Article 113 Comm.i ttee, the Commission conducted negotiations with this oount:r;y 
on 17 and 18 September 1981. 
Following the negotiations, a draft Agreement was drawn up. 
The draft Agreement: 
i) covers all MFA products of wool, cotton and man-made fibres 
originating in Bulgai-iaf 
ii) calls for voluntary restraint, at agreed levels, on exports to the 
Community of certain categories of products covered by the Agl"eement; 
iii) provides for a consultation procedure whereby voluntar,y restraint 
mea.Rures ma.v be introduced for categories of products not initially 
subject to limitation, where certain thresholds are exceeded; 
iv) establishes a double checking system for categories of products 
subject to limitation, and an origin control system for all categories _ 
covered by the Agreement; 
v) includes a flexibility clause allowing the transfer. of' a certain 
percentage of' the quotas from category to category, or from one 
year to another; 
vi) contains a price ol.auSe erJabling the CODaUDity to suspend imports 
in certain situations; 
vii) comprises an col'lan&e of' letters agreeing to quantitative limits for 
flax and woollen products; 
viii) in exchange for limitation, contains an undertaking by the COJIIIIlUllity 
not to introduce further quantitative restriotio:ns under Article XIX 
of the GATT or Article 3 of the MFA, or to meaBlll"es having an effect 
equivalent t~ quantitative restrictions. 
- 2-
The Heado of the Delegations initialled the text of the draft Agreement 
on 18 September 1 ~181 having noted that it correctly represented the 
results of the negotiations. 
In order to ensure that the successful implementation of the Agreement 
should not be put at risk and to prevent a flood of exports preceding 
its entry into force, the Community, following the conclusion of the 
negotiations, proposed to the third countries that until such time as 
the Agreement entered into force both parties should apply its provisions 
on an autonomous basis as from 1 January 1981. The provisions of the 
Agreement were put into effect for 1981 by Commission Regulation (EEC) 
No 2947/81 of 20 October 1981 1 amending annexes of Regulation 3059/78 
of 21 December 19782 on common rules for imports of certain textile 
products originating in third countries, making the importation into 
the Community of textile products originating in the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic subject to authorization and quantitative limitation. 
The Commission considers that the draft Agreement embodies an arrangement 
which is acceptable to the Community. It therefore recommends that the 
Council: 
(i) approve the Agreement by adopting the Regulation, the draft of which 
is annexed hereto; 
(ii) pending approval of the Agreement, take the necessary decisions in 
connection with the signing hereof. 
1 
2oJ No L 300, 21 October 1981, p.8. OJ No L 365, 27.12.1978, p.1. 
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(Aces whou publieation is obligt~IO") 
RECOMMANDATION 
COUNCH. REGtJLAn()fll (EEC) 
,. 
NoL 107/1 
; oa the coac:lasioa of the Asreeraent berweea the European Ecoaomic: Qmunaaity and the C ze c hos l ovak 
. Soc i at i .st · Repablic 0& trade ia tatile 'products and of the Aateement ia the fonn of aa ' 
....... of letters 
nu: COUNat Of TH£ EUROPEAN COMMUNI11ES. 
H:aving regard to cbe Treaty establishing the Europeaa . 1 
f.~unomic Community, &ncl in particular Article UJ · 
thc'n'uf. 
lfavit1g regard to the recommendation from the 
< :ommission, 
Wherea.•• the Agreement on trade in textile produCIS and 
the Agreement in the form of an exc:hanse of letters 
n"-go~atcd between the European Economic 
Comrilunicy and the _1 Republic ahollld llo 
approved. _/Czechoslovak Socialist · 
HAS ADOI'I'ED DIIS REGULA noN: 
l"M AMtCCmmt between cbe European lcoaomic 
C'..ommufticy and rhe ,. Republic oo trade 
_!Ciechoslovak Socialist 
in textile produCIS and the Apment in cbe form of all 
exchange of leuen ate hereby approved on behalf of the 
Community. 
The texts of the Asi:...._. are annexed to chil 
Repladoa. 
Ardde 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notification 
provided for in Article 19 of the A~ent between the . 
European Economi' Community and dae. Czechoslovak Socialist 
RepubUc on rrade ia texdle prodUCIB (1). 
Artkltt .1 
This Regulation shall cater into for~ oa cbe third day 
foUowina its public:atioa ia cbe Of(id41 ]OIIfll4l of • 
,..., Commtl~ 
I This Repladon slmU be biaclins .ID ........ ad..,..., applicable Ut. all Member Sra-. 
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AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND 
THE CZECHOSLOV~K SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 
ON TRADE IN TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
• 
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AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 
AND 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
ON TRADE IN TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
• 
• 
ll 
' ' 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
of the one part, and 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 
of the other part, 
DESIRING to promote, with a view to permanent co-operation and in 
conditions providing the utmost security for trade, the mutual expansion 
and orderly and equitable development of trade in textile products 
between the European Economic Community (hereinafter referred to as 
"the Community") and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
(hereinafter referred to as "Czechoslovakia">, 
RESOLVED to take the fullest possible account of the serious economic 
and social problems at present affecting the textile industry in 
importing countries and the economic problems affecting the exporting 
countries, in particular in order to eliminate the real dangers of distor-
tion of the Community market and of disturbance of trade in Czechoslovak 
textile products, 
HAVING REGARD to the Arrangement regarding International Trade in 
Textiles (herinafter referred to as "the Geneva Arrangement"), and 
in particular Article 4 thereof; and to the conditions for the 
renewal of the said Arrangement as set out in th~ Protocol of 
14 December 1977 and in the Conclusions adopted by the Textiles Committee 
on the same day (L/4616), 
ACTING in their capacity as participants in the Geneva Arrangement, 
• 
.. 
• 
• THE GOVERNMENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 
of the one part, and 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
of the other part, 
DESIRING to promote, w~th a view to permanent co-operation and 1n 
conditions providing the utmost security for trade, the mutual expansion 
and orderly and equitable development of trade in textile products 
between the European Economic Community <hereinafter referred to as 
"the Community") and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
Cherinafter referred to as "Czechoslovakia"), 
RESOLVED to take the fullest po"ssible account of the serious economic 
and social problems at present affecting the textile industry in 
importing countries and the economic problems affecting the exporting 
countries, io particular in order to eliminate the real dangers of 
distortion of the Community market and of disturbance of trade in 
Czechoslovak. textile products, 
HAVING REGARP to the Arrangement regarding International Trade in 
Textiles (hereinafter referred to as "the Geneva Arrangement"), and 
in particular Article 4 thereof; and to the conditions br the 
renewal of the said Arrangement as set out in the Protocol of 
14 December 1977 and in the Conclusions adopted by the Textiles Committee 
on the same da~ (L/4616>, 
ACTING in their capacity as participants in the Geneva Arrangement, 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude this Agreement and to this end have 
designated as their Plenipotentiaries: 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
I' 
WHO HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude this Ag,·eeaaent and to this end have 
designated as their Plenipotentiaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
• 
WHO HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
SECTION I: TRADE ARRANGEMENTS 
ARTICLE 1 
1. This Agreement shall apply to trade in textile products of 
cotton, wool, fine animal hair or man-made fibres originating 
in Czechoslovakia which are listed in Annex I. 
2. The description and identification of the products covered 
by this Agreement are based on the nomenclature of the Common 
Customs Tariff and on the Nomenclature of Goods for the External 
Trade Statistics of the Community and the Statistics of Trade 
between its Member States CNIMEXE). 
3. The origin of the products cove.red by this Agreesaent shall 
be determined in accordance with the rules in.force in the 
Community. • 
The procedures for control of the origin of the products 
referred to above are laid down in Protocol·A. 
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ARTICLE 2 
1. Czechoslovakia agrees to establish and maintain for each 
calendar year quantitative limits on its exports to the 
Community in accordance with the table in Annex 11. 
2. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the Community 
undertakes, in respect of the products covered by this Agreement, 
to suspend the application of quantitative restrictions on 
imports currently in force, and not to introduce new quantitative 
restrictions under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or 
Article 3 of the Geneva Arrangement. 
3. Measures having equivalent effect to quantitative 
restrictions on the importation into the Communit1 of the 
products cover'ed by this Agreement shall be prohibited • 
• 
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ARTICLE 3 
1. Exports of cottage industry fabrics woven on hand- or foot-
operated looms, articles of clothing or other textile articles 
obtained or sewn manually from such fabrics and traditional 
folklore handicraft products shall not be subject to 
quantitative limits, provided that these products meet the 
conditions laid down in Protocol B. 
2. Imports into the Com~unity of textile products covered by 
this Agreement shall not be subject to the quantitative limits 
established in Annex II, provided that they are declared to be 
for re-export,outside the Community in the same state or after 
processing, under the administrative system of control set up 
for this purpose within the Community. 
However, the release for home use of products imported 
under the conditions referred to above shall be subject to the 
. 
production of an export licence issued by the Czechoslovak 
authorities, and to proof of origin in accordance with the 
provisions of Protocol A. 
3. Where the competent authorities in the Community ascertain 
that imports of textile products have been set off against a 
quantitative limit established under this Agreement, but that the 
products have subsequently been re-exported outside the Community, 
the authorities concerned shall inform the Czechoslovak 
authorities within four weeks of the quantities involved and 
shalt authorize imports of identical quantities of the same 
products, which shall not be set off against the quantitative 
limit in question. 
• 
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4. Re-i•ports into the Community of textile products listed 
in Annex I which have been temporarily exported by the Community 
and subsequently processed in Czechoslovakia shall not be subject 
to the quantitative li•its established in Annex II,·provided they 
are declared as re-imports under the non-discriminatory systems of 
ad•inistrative control set up for that purpose in the regions of 
the Community • 
• 
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ARTICLE 4 
1. Advance use of a portion of the quantitative limit 
established for the following year .shall be authorized for each 
category of products up to SX of the quantitative limit for the 
current year. 
Amounts delivered in advance shall be deducted from the 
quantitative limits established for the following year. 
2. Carryover to the corresponding quantitative limit for the 
following year of amounts not used during any given year shall 
be authorized up to 5X of the quarititative li•it for the 
current year. 
3. In the case of Group I, transfers shall be allowed only 
in the following cases: 
- amounts may be transferred between categories ( and 3 
up to 3.5X of the quantitative limit ,for the category 
to which the transfer is made; 
- amounts may be transferred between categories 4, 5, 6, 
7 and 8 up to 3.5X of the quantitative limit for the 
category to which the transfer is made. 
Amounts may be transferred to any tategory in Group II, 
Ill, IV or V from any category in Group I, II, Ill, IV, or V 
up to SX of the quantitative limit for the category to which 
the transfer is made. 
4. The table of equivalence applicable to the transfers 
referred to above is given in Annex I. 
fi\' 
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5. The increase in any given category of products 
resulting from the cumulative application of the provisions 
in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 during a single year must not exceed 
the following limits: 
· 11 X for categories of products in Group I; 
12.5% for categories of products in Group II, 
III, IV or V. 
6. Prior notification must be given by the Czechoslovak authorities 
to the Community of any recourse to the provisions of 
paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 above • 
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ARTICLE 5 
1. Should the Community consider that a textile 
product covered by this Agreement is being imported 
into tl'le Cotr.rnunity from Czechoslavaki. at a price abnormally 
lower th4n the normal com~etitive level, and is for this 
reason causing or threatef'ling to cause serio~.s injury 
to Commuflity producers or like or directly cc.mpeting 
products, it may request consultations under Article 1~ 
or this Agreement, and in that event the following 
specific provisions shall ~e applicable. 
2. Ir following such consultations it is acknowledged 
by co~.rnon accord that the situation described in 
paragraph 1 exists,Czechoslovakia shall take the necessary steps,~ 
notablY a$ regards the price at which the product in 
' question i~ sold, to remedy the situation. 
3. In order to determine whether the price or a t~xtile 
product is abnormally lower than the normal competitive 
level, it may be compared with: 
- the prices or like national products at a comparable 
marketing stage on the market or the importing country; 
the prices generally charged for like products sold 
under the ordinary conditions by other exporting 
countries on the ~arket or the importing country; 
- the lowest prices charged by a third country tor the 
same product iri the course or ordinary commercial 
dealings in the three months preceding the request · 
ror consultations, and not havinc led to the adoption 
ot any measure by the Community. 
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4. Shculd the consultations referred to in paragr:1ph 2 
a~ove rail to lea~ to agree~er.t within thirty days or 
·t~e Co::-~~nity's request· tor consultations, the Co:-:.iunitJ 
e~Y •. un~il these consultations have produced a cutally 
sat!s~a:torJ solution, te=porarily retuse consignments 
c! the proc1uct inctuestion at the prices and conditions 
. . . 
rererred to in paragraph 1 above. 
5. In totally exceptional and eri~ieal eireu~stan~es, 
where eons!g~~ents or pro~ucts are being imported troQ 
Czcchos~ovakia into the Communi'ty at prices a~normally lower 
t~an the normal competitive leve~. such as to cause 
injur.y ~hich it would 'be d1tr1cult tQ repair·, the Cor.:r.tunit7 
r..ay ter-~F'orar11y au'spend ir.sporta or the products· concerne4 
r:enc!!r.g agreement on a solution in the course or 
. . 
consultations, which shall be opened i~~ediately. the 
two Parties shall 4o thei~ u~most to reach a mutually 
acceptable solution within tive days or the opening or 
such oonsultat!ons. 
6. . !hould the Co~unity have recourse to· the meas~r•• 
r•terred to in parasraphs la and 5 above-" Czechoslovakia may at 
. . 
any time re(luest the opening ot consultations t.1 examine 
the possibilit7 or eliminating .or mo<!itr.inc these measures 
vhere'ta e&"aea·whic~ N4e 'h•l'!' neces~ DO.lpraser 
exist. 
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SECTION II: ADMINISTRATION OF THE AGREEMENT 
ARTICLE 6 
1. Exports of textile products covered by this Agreement 
which are subject to quantitative limits shall be subject to a 
double-checking system, the details of which are specified in 
Protocol A. 
2. The competent authorities in the Member,States are 
required to issue imports authorization or documents auto-
matically within five working days of the submission of a 
request by an importer in accordance with Protocol A. 
1 j 
. 
The said import authorization or documents shall be 
valid for six aonths. 
I ~ 
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ARTICLE 7 
1. Exports of textile products not subject to the 
quantitative limits established in Annex II may be made subject 
to quantitative limits on the conditions laid down in the 
following paragraphs. 
2. Where the,Community finds, under the system of administra-
tive control set up, that the level of imports of products in a 
given category not listed in Annex II originating in Czechoslovakia 
exceeds, in relation to 102% of the preceding year's total imports 
into the Community of products in that category, the following 
rates: 
for categories of products in Group I, 0.2% 
for categories of products in Group II, 1.2% 
- for categories of products in Group III, IV 
·Or V, 4% 
it may request the opening of consultations in accordance with the 
procedure described in Article 14 of this Agrement, with a view 
to reaching agreement on an appropriate restraint level for the 
products in such category • 
3. Pending a mutually satisfactory solution, Czechoslovakia 
undertakes, from the date of notification of the request for 
consultations, to suspend or limit at the level indicated by 
the Community exports of the category of'products in question 
to the Community or to the region or regions of the Community 
market specified by the Community. 
The Community shall authorize the importation of products 
of the said category shipped from Czechoslovakia before the date 
on which the request for consultations was submitted. 
4. Should the Parties be unable in the course of consul-
tations to reach a satisfactory solution within the period 
specified in Article 14, the Community shall have the rigbt 
to introduce a quantitative limit at an annual level not 
lower than that reached by imports of the category in question 
and referred to in the notification of the request for con-
sultations. 
The annual level so fixed ~all be revised upwards 
after consultations in accordance with the procedure referred 
to in Article 14, with a view to fulfilling the conditions 
set out in paragraph 2, should the trend of total imports 
into the Community of the product in question make this 
necessary. 
5.. The limits introduced purs~ant to paragraph 2 or 
paragraph 4 may in no case be lower than the level of Community 
imports of products in that category originating in 
Czechoslovakia in 1980. 
6. In accordance with the procedures set out in paragraphs 2 
and 4, a quantitative limit may be fixed on. a regional basis 
where imports of a given product into any region of the 
Community exceed the following regional percentages of 100/102 
(100 divided by 102) of the amounts determined as laid down in 
paragraph 2: 
Germany 28.5X 
Benelux 10.5X 
France 18.5X 
Italy 15 X 
Denmark 3 X 
Ireland 1 X 
United Kingdom 23 .. 5X 
Greece 2 X. 
\~ 
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7. The annual growth rate for the quantitative limits 
introduced under this Article shall be determined in accordance 
with the provisions of Protocol c. 
8. The provisions of this Article shall not apply where the 
I 
percentages specified in paragraph 2 have been reached as a 
result of a fall in total imports into the Community, and not 
as a result of an increase in exports of products originating 
in Czechoslovakia. 
9. In the event of the provisions of paragraph 2 or 
paragraph 4 being applied, Czechoslovakia undertakes to issue 
export licences for products covered by contracts concluded 
before the intrbduction of the quantitative limit, up to the 
\ 
volume of the quantitative limit fixed for the current year. 
10~ For the purpose of applying the provisions of paragraph 2, 
the Community undertakes to provide the Czechoslovak authorities, 
before 31 March of each year, with the preceding year's statistics 
on imports of all textile products covered by this Agreement, 
broken down by supplying country and Community Member State. 
11. The provisions of this Agreem~nt which concern exports 
of products subject to the quantitative limits established 
in Annex 11 shall also apply to products for which quantitative 
limits are introduced under this Article. 
' ' . 
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ARTICLE 8 
1. Czechoslovakia shall supply the Community with precise 
statistical information on all export licences issued by the 
Czechoslovak authorities for all categories of textile 
products exported to the Community. 
2. The Community shall likewise transmit to the Czechoslovak 
authorities precise statistical information on import authoriza-
tions or documents issued by the competent Community authorities, 
and import statistics for products covered by the system of 
administrative control referred to.in Article 7(2). 
3. The information referred to above shall, for all categories 
of products, be transmitted before the end of the second month 
following the quarter to which the statistics relate. 
4. Should it be found on analysis of the information exchanged 
. 
that there are significant discrepancies between the returns for 
exports and those for imports, consultations may be initiated in 
accordance ·With the procedure specified in Article 14. 
l) 
ARTICLE 9 
Any dec~sion relating to the classification of goods or 
amendment to the Common Customs Tariff or Nimexe, made in 
accordance with the procedures in force in the Community, 
concerning categories of products covered by this Agrement, 
shall not be permitted to cause a reduction in the relevant 
quantitative limits established in Annex 11. 
v~ I 
ARTICLE 10 
Czechoslovakia shall endeavour to ensure that exports of 
textile products covered by this Agreement are spaced out as 
evenly as possible over the year, due account being taken 
nevertheless of seasonal factors. 
However, in the event of denunciation of this Agreement 
as provided for in Article 19(3), the quantitative limits 
established in Annex 11 shall be reduced on a pro rata basis. 
\L. 
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ARTICLE 11 
Should there be an excessive concentrat1on of 1mports 
on any products belonging to a category subject to quantitative 
limits under this Agreement, the Community may request consul-
tations in accordance with the procedure specified in Article 14 
with a view to remedying this situation. 
• 
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ARTICLE 12 
1. Portions of the quantitative limits established in Annex II 
not used in a Member State of the Community may be allocated to 
another Member State in accordance with the procedures in force 
in the Community. The Community undertakes to reply within four 
weeks to any request made by Czechoslovakia for such reallocation. 
It is understood that any reallocation so effected shall not be 
subject to the limits fixed under the flexibility provisions 
set out in Article 4. 
2. Should it appear in any given region of the Community that 
additional supplies are required, the Community may, where 
measures taken pursuant to paragraph 1 above are inadequate to 
cover those requirements, authorize the importation of amounts 
greater than those stipulated in Annex II. 
--~~~====~~~------------- --------
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ARTICLE 13 
1. In impl~m~nting this Agr~m~nt, th~ Contracting Parti~s 
shall take care to maintain the traditional commercial 
practices and trade flows between th~ Community and 
Czechoslovakia. 
2. Should ~ith~r Party find that th~ application of this 
Agr~~ment is disturbing existing commercial relations between 
importers in the Community and suppliers in Czechoslovakia, consultations 
sha~l be started promptly, in accordance with the procedure 
specified in Article 14, with a view to remedying this 
situation. 
---....... ----·-·-------------------------------------
ARTICLE 14 
The special consultation procedures referred to in this 
Agreement shall be governed by the following rules: 
- any request for consultations shall be notified in writing 
to the other Party; 
- where appropriate, the request for consultations shall be 
• 
followed within a reasonable period (and in any case not 
later than fifteen days following the notification) by a 
report setting out the circumstances which, in the opinion 
of the requesting Party, justify,the submis$ion of such 
a request; 
,, 
- the Parties shall enter into consultations within one 
month of notification of the request at the latest, with 
a view to reaching agreement or a mutually acceptable 
conclusion within one month at the latest; 
- the period of one month referred to above "for the purpose 
of reaching agreement or a mutually acceptable conclusion 
may be extended by common accord. 
!f 
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ARTICLE 15 
1. The Parties recognize and confirm that, without prejudice 
to their rights and obligations under the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade, the conduct of their mutual trade in textile 
products as defined in Article 1 shall be governed by the-' 
provisions of this Agreement and of the Geneva Arrangement. 
2. If necessary, at the request of either of the Parties 
and in conformity with the provisions of the Geneva Arrangement, 
consultations shall be held on any problems arising from the 
application of this Agreement. Any consultations held under 
this Article shall take place in a spirit of co-operation and 
with a desire to reconcile the differences between the two 
Parties. 
)( 
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SECTION Ill: TRANSITIONAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
ARTICLE 16 
1. The provisions of this Agreement shall not apply to 
imports of products subject to quantitative limits under the 
autonomous arrangements in force in the Community in 1980 
provided the import authorizations or documents were ·issued by 
the competent authorities in the Community before 1 January 1981. 
2. Products origin~ting in Czechoslovakia which become subject 
to quantitative limits from 1 January 1981 only, in pursuance 
of this Agreement, may be imported into the Community without 
production of an export licence until 31 December ~981: 
provided such products are shipped before 1 January 1981. 
\), 
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ARTICLE 17 
By way of derogation from Articles 2 and 8 of Protocol A, 
I 
the Community undertakes to issue import authorizations or 
11 
documents without the production of an export licence or certifi-
cate of origin in the form prescribed in the said Article 8 for 
I 
products originating in Czechoslovakia subject to quantitative 
limits under this Agreement, provided such products are shipped 
in the period from 1 January 1981 to 31 December 1981 and do not 
exceed the quantitative limits applicable to the products. This 
period may be extended by agrement reached between the Parties 
in accordance with the consultation procedure laid down in 
Article 14. 
The Community shall supply the Czechoslovak authorities 
without delay with precise statistical information on import 
authorizations or documents issued under this Article; the said 
authorities shall set the corresponding amounts off against 
the quantitative limits established in Annex Il for the products 
in question for 1981. 
ARTICLE 18 
.. 
This Agreement shall apply, on the one hand, to the territories in 
which the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community is 
applied and under the conditions laid down in that Treaty and, on 
the other hand, to the territory of the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic. 
' IV 
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ARTICLE 19 
This Agree~ent shall enter into force on the first day of the month 
following the date on which the Contracting Parties notify each 
other of the completion of the procedures necessary for this 
purpose. It shall be applicable until 31 December 1982. 
This Agreement shall apply with effect from 1 January 1981. 
Either Party may at any time propose amendments to this Agreement 
or denounce it provided that at least ninety days' notice is given. 
'· In the latter event the Agreement shall come to an end on the expiry 
of the period of notice. 
The Annexes and Protocols to this Agreement and the exchanges of 
letters shall form an integral part thereof. 
ARTICLE 20 
• This Agreement shall be drawn up in two copies in the Danish, Dutch, 
English, French, German, Italian, Greek and Czech languages, 
each of those texts being equally authentic. 
Vu 
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ANNEX 1 
. c:;aour 1 
c...,., DeilcllpQali 
I I · Coeoa pna DOC puc up for raiaillale 
2 
J 
' 
Woven f.altrics af ~ ochcr ma J:.it Cetrf fabrics. 
aarrow wowca fabrics. ,... ~ · fabric~. cuDe 
.... odw .. falttica • \ 
a) Ofw~Ycllatherdaaa .......... orblcacW 
~·ovm fabri~, of aynchcric fibrn (disconcinuOUII or waiiC) 
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aimtbr manner to linoleum, whether or not cut to share or 
c•f a kind used at floor coverinp; floor coverings 
con .. i\ttng of a coatina applied Oil a textile base, cue to 
shape or noc 
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ANNEX II 
Country: Czechoslovakia 
Quantitative 
Category Descriotion Unit Year Limits 
EEC 
1 Cotton yarn Tonnes 1981 316 
1982 318 
2 Cotton fabrics Tonnes 1981 5500 
1982 5528 
of which: other than grey or bleached Tonnes 1981 0 1800 
1982 1809 
1981 F 250 
• 1982 251 
-· 
1981 BNL 115 
1982 116 
1981· UK 190 
1982 191 
3 Fabrics of discontinuous synthetic Tonnes 1981 1490 
1982 1520 
of wh;ch: other th~n grey or bleached 1981 F 85 
1982 87 
1981 9NL 55 
1982 56 
1981 UK 22 
I 
1982 ' 23 
) 
'! 
I jl 
I 
I 
11 
.I 
'I 
ol 
'J 
:l 
d ll 
• 
--------~-------------------------------T--------~---------------------
Category Description 
4 Knitted shirts, singlets, T-shirts 
. 
5 Jerseys, pull-overs 
6 ~1en' s and women's woven trouvers and 
men's shorts and breeches 
7 A louses and shirts for women, girls and 
infants 
8 Men's woven shirts 
9 Cotton towelling, toilet and kitchen 
linen of cotton towelling 
1 0+11 ·Gloves, mittens and mitts 
12 Knitted stockings and socks, oth~r than 
women's stockings of synthetic yarn 
13 Men's and women's knitted underpants, 
knickers and briefs 
14 b Men's overcoats, raincoats and other 
coAts, cloaks and capes 
15 b Woven women's overcoats, raincoats and 
other coats, cloaks and jackets 
I 
16 Men's woven suits 
. 
i 
! 
I 
/)I I I I 
I 
Unit Year 
1,000 p. 1981 
1982 
1,000 p. 1981 
1982 
1,000 p. 1981 
1982 
1,000 p. 1981 
1982 
1,000 p. 1981 
1982 
tonnes 1981 
1982 
1,000 1981 
pairs 1982 
1,000 
pairs 1981 
1982 
1,000 Pt.. 1981 
. 
1982 
1,000 p. 1981 
1982 
1,000 p. 1981 
1982 
1.000 p. 1981 
- 1982 
' 
Ouant it at ive 
Li~T~its 
E~C 
1705 
1739 
1168 
12n3 
425 
438 
167 
170 
660 
673 
595 
607 
200 F 
208 
5800 
5916 
885 
912 
135 
139 
280 
291 
385 
391 
\l ( 
\I 
I 
Cat~gory 
17 
18 
19 + 89 
211 
~~ 1 
?J. 
25 
26 
27 
30 A 
31 
32 
33 
j)l . 
D~scription 
Men's woven jackets and blazers 
•· 
Men's woven underwear other than shir~s 
Hanrlkerchiefs 
Bed linen 
!Anoraks 
I 
nen' s knitted pyjamas 
'.Jomen' s knitted nightwear 
Woven and knitted dresses 
Women's skirts 
Women's woven pyjamas 
Brassieres 
Pi Le fabrics 
woven fabrics of strip ........ 
I 
. 
I 
l 
i 
! 
I 
I 
',f 
,I 
• 
Quantitativ~ 
Unit Y~ar LilT' itS 
EEC 
1,000 p. 1981 290 
1982 302 
tonnes 1981 250 
1982 263 
1,000 p. 1981 12 000 
1982 12 240 
Tonnes 1981 820 
1982 836 
1,000 p. 1981 286 
1982 297 
1,000 p. 1981 530 
1982 551 
1.,000 p. 1981 1 100 
1982 1 144 
1,000 p. 1981 320 
. 1982 326 
1,000 p. 1981 10 OK 
1982 11 
" 
1,000 p. 1981 ·415 
1982 432 
1,000 p. 1981 600 
1982 624 
Tonnes 1981 1 222 
1982 1 295 
Tonnes 1981 400 BNL 
1982 415 
' 
ltJ 
. ~ 
t ' • 
Quant itat iv~ 
Cat~gory D~scr1ption Unit Y~ar Limits 
EEC 
. 
35 Woven fabrics of synth~tic textile fibres Tonnes 1981 7 IRL 
.. 1982 8 
1981 11 OK 
1982 12 
36 F~tric of continuous regenerated fibres 
l other than for tyres and elastomers Tonnes 1981 810 
! 1982 842 i 
-; ( woven fabrics of regenerated textile Tonnes .1981 1 400 
fibres other than narrow woven fabrics 1982 1 449 
38A + 38 8 Curtains ..... Tonnes 1981 5 IT 
1982 6 
39 Woven table linen ..... Tonnes 1981 665 
1982 698 
40 Woven curtains and furnishing articles Tonnes 1981 10 IT 
1982 11 
. 
41 Yarn of synthetic textile fibres •••• Tonnes 1981 100 BNL 
1982 104 
" 
' . 
61 Narrow woven fabrics Tonnes 1981 650 
1982 670 
66 Travellinq rugs and blank~ts Tonnes 1981 920 
1982 966 
67 Clothing accessories and other articles Tonnes 1981 525 
1982 551 
6 9 Women's petticoats and slips •••• 1,000 p. 1981 450 
1982 473 
l .. 
I 
l . 
1 
; 
; 
. ! 
I (( I 
I . 
• 
• 
-
Ouant itat ivt 
C'.1tl"']Ory Dtscription Unit Ytar Li,..; t s 
EEC 
i 
73 l Track suits, knitted 1,000 p. 1981 420 I 
I .. 1982 437 
71-, I Woven industrial and occupational Tonnes 1981 451 clothing 1982 467 
77 Stockinqs of synthetic textile fibres 1,000 p. 1981 348 
- women's 1982 369 
78+81 Woven bath robes •••••• Tonnes 1981 75 F 
1982 78 
90 Cordage ••••• To,·mes 1981 1 350 
1982 1 418 
91 Tents Tonnes 1981 1 370 
1982 1 439 
100 Textile fabrics impregnated ..... Tonnes 1981 15 UK 
1982 16 
105 Elastic fabrics and trimmings Tonnes 1981 26 UK 
1982 27 
110 woven pneumatic mattresses Tonnes 1981 1 800 
1982 1 854 
.. 
. 
112 Other made-up textile articles •••• Tonnes 
. 19!:S1 12 IRL 
1982 13 
,I 
! 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
. 
I \lJ I ·~ . I 
Under the quantitative limit fixed for category 20, the regional share 
' for Greece <20 Tonnes> equally covers category 118. 
Under the quantitative li•it fixed for category 26, the regional share 
for France (80,000 pieces> equally covers category 27. 
Under the quantitative limit fixed for category 110, the regional share 
for Greece (20 Tonnes) ~qually covers category 109. 
Under the quantitative limit fixed for category 119, the regional share 
for France (30 Tonnes) equally covers category 118. 
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PROTOCOL A 
. 
Double-Checking System 
' 
TITLE I 
. •. 
gUANTITATIVE LIMITS . ' 
. . 
• 
- 11 • 
SECTIONJ.: ~··~ORTATIOt-1 
.. 
ARTICL\!t 1 
The' competent governmental authorities or Oz.echoslovakia ; 
shall issue an export licence in respect or each consignment 
or textile products.referred to in Annex II, up to the. 
quantitative limits.[ixed tor those products, where appro-
priate as modified b~ virtue of·Articlea ~and 12 ot the 
Agreement. 
ARTICLE 2 
The export licence ahall coftform to.the specimen 
annexed to this Protocol. It shall c.~rtif'y, inter alia, 
that the quantity or the. products in question has been 
set o!f against the quantitative limit pre~cribed for 
the categor~ to which the products belong. 
ARTICLE 3 
The competent Community authoritiea'must be notified 
forthwith or the withdrawal or alteration ot any export · 
licence already issued. 
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ARTICLE ~ 
Exports shall be set off against the quantitative 
limits established for the year in which shipment or the 
. . 
goods has been effected, even if the export liconce 
ia issued after such shipment. 
SECTION II: IMPORTATION 
... 
ARTICLE 5 
Importation into the.Community or textile productl 
subject to quantitative limits. shall be subject to the 
presentation or an import authorization or document. 
ARTICLE 6 
The competent Community authorities shall issue ~he 
icport authorizations or documents automatically within 
five working days or the presentation or a request 
supported by the corresponding export licence. 
ARTICLE 7 
.. 
; 11. If the competent Community authorities consider that 
) !_, 
.. 
the'total quantities covered by export licences issued by Czech 
slovak1afor a particular category in any Agreement year 
exceeds the quantitative limit, established for that ea te~or1 
in Annex II or as modified by virtue of Articles 4 and 12 
of the Agreement, the said authorities may suspend the iss~t· 
of i~port authorizations or documents. In this event, the 
competent Community authorities shall immediately inror~ the 
I 
J 
l 
' Czechoslovak authorities and the special consultation 
procedure set ou.t in Article 1'& ot the Agreement ahall be 
initiated forthwith. 
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2. Where the quantity or goods actually imported into 
the Community is lower than that indicated on the relevant 
export licence and import authorization or document. the 
competent Community authorities shall admit the i~ports ~n 
question. The said authorities undertake to rectify the 
entry in their account5 for the quantitative li~its 
concerned ir.ur.ediately upon being informed by the Czechoslovak 
authorities of the alteration made to the export licence. 
TITLE II 
ORIGIN 
ARTICLE 8 
1. Products or.ig.inating in Czechoslovakia may be imported 
into the Co~~unity in accordance with the arranse~enta 
established by this Agreement on production cf a certifi-
cate of origin conforming to the specimen annexed to thia 
Protocol. 
2. The certificate .or origin shall be is .rued t-1 the 
competent governmental authorities. or Czechosl~~akia. if the 
products in question can be considered products 
originating in that country within the meaning or the 
relevant rules in· Corce in the Community. 
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3. Ho~ever, the prod~cta in Groups III, IV, and V ma7 
be imported into the Community in accor.dance with the 
arrangements established by this Agreement on production 
of a declaration by the exporter on the ihvoice or other 
comm~rcial document to the effect that the products in Question 
originate in Czechoslovak~a wit~ip the meaning of the 
relevant rules in force in the Community. 
ARTICLE 9· 
· The discovery of alight discrepancies between the 
statements made in the certificate or ori·gin and those made 
in the documents produced to .the customs office for the 
purpose of carrying out the formalities for irnportin~ the 
product shall·not ipso tacto cast doubt upon the atatecenta 
in the certificate; 
ARTICLE 10 
SubseQuent ~erification ot certificates ot origin 
shall be carried out at. random, or whenever the co~petent 
.co~~unity authorities have reasonable doubt as to the 
0 • 
authenticity of the certifitate or as to the accuracy 
or the information regard~ng the true origin or the 
produc~s in question. 
In such cases the competent authorities in the 
,community shall return the certificate at origin or a· 
copy thereof to the corr.petent gover~cntal authority 
in Czechoslovakia givin~where appropriat~, the reasons of 
form or substan~e for an enquiry. If the invoice has 
been submitted, euch invoice or a copy thereof shall be 
attached to the certificate. The authorities shall 
also forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that the particulars given on the said 
tertificate are ina.cc'urate. 
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2. The pr9Yisiona ot paragraph 1 above ahall·be 
applicable to subsequent verifications :or the c1eclarati·ona 
ot origin referred to in Article 8(3) of this Protocol. 
3· The results or the subsequent verifications carried 
1"' ., 
) ~-
.. 
out in accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2 above shall be · , 
• 
co~~unicated to the competent authorities o~ tbe Cor.~unitJ 
~ within three months at the latest~ ' 
· Should such verifications reveal systematic irregu-
laritie~ in the use of declarations or origin. the Co~~unitT 
cay subject i~ports or the products in question to the 
• provisions or ,Article 8 ( 1) and ( 2) or this Protocol. 
'· For the purpose or subsequent verification or 
. 
certificates or origin, copies or the certificates as ·O 
• 
well as any export documents r~ferring to them shall be 
kept for at least two years by the competent governmental 
authority in Czechoslovakia • 
• 5. Random recourse to the procedure epecitied in this 
\ 
, 
Are1cle muse not constitute ari obstacle to the release 
tor hoce use.or the products in question. 
. . 
TITLE III 
. ,
. FORM AND PRODUCTION OF EXPORT LICENCES 
A~D CER7IFICATES OF ORIGIN1 . 
A~D CO~~ON PROVISIONS 
0 .. ,. .. 
. . . • 
• 
ARTICLE 11 
. 
... 
The specimen c1ocume.nt annexed. to this Protocol conaiata 
ot tvo parts. The first part constitutes the export 
licence, and the second, the certificate or origin • 
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These documents may also comprise additional copies 
duly indicated as such. The] shall be made out in English 
or French. If they are completed by hand, entries must be 
• in ink and in printscript. 
The document shall measure 210 x 297 mm. The paper 
used must be white sized writing paper not containing 
mechanical pulp and weighing not less than 25 g/m2 ~ Each 
part shall have a printed guilloche•pattern background 
making any falsification by mechanical or chemical means 
apparent to the eye. 
Each document shall bear a aerial number·, whether or -
not printed, by which it can be identified. · 
\ 
ARTICL~ 12 
The export licence and the certificate or origin 
cay be issued after the shifment of the produ~ta to which 
they rel.ate. In such case·s they must ~ear th·b lenc!oraecent 
"d6livr6 a pot teriori" or "~· ssued retrc>specti'tely". 
AR'l ICLE 13 
In the event or theft, loss or destruction or an 
export licence or a certificate of origin, the exporter may 
apply to the,conpetent governmental authority which issued 
the document for a duplicate to be made out on tr.e basis or 
the export documents in his possession, The duplicate 
licence or certificate eo issued ahall bear the endoraecent 
"duplicata". 
The duplicate must bear the 4ate ot the original 
licence or certificate. 
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ARTICLE 14 
The competent governmental authorities in Czechoslovakia 
shall satisfy themselves that the goods exported correspond 
to the statements given in the export licence and certiricate 
· or origin. 
ARTICLE 15 
Czechoslovakia • shall send the Commission of the European 
Co~~unities the names and addresses of the govern=ental· 
authorities corr.petent to issue licences and certificates· 
of origin, together with specimens or atampa used by 
these authorities •. 
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• PROTOCOL B 
• The exemption provided tor in Article 3(1) ot the 
. . . . Agr~er.ent in respect or cottage 1ndustl")' products shall 
apply only to ·the tollowing products: 
(a) fabrics woven on band- or toot-operated looms. beinc' 
fabrics of a kind traditiortally made in the cottage 
industry 'or C1.. · . 
(b) sarmenta or other textile articles or a.kind tradi-
tionally made in the cottage industrJ ot Czechos\ovakia · 
obt•ined manually trom the tabrics referred to above · 
and sewn exclusively by hand without the aid of an; 
. 
machine;· . 
. 
(c) traditional ~olklore textile products made by hand in 
the cottage industry of Czechoslovakial~ioed1n a ttst 
agreed by common accord between b~'b Parties • 
.. 
I ' 
ElCemptiHn shall be &~i~nted onl:v .ror pro·tJueta accor.!panie4 
. 
. 
... 
by a ee·rtitil!ate issued by the competl'!nt .~zecho$_lova.Jc authodties .. 
in acccjrciane·• with the apec.:imen ann~xed to thi1 Protocol. 
Suchcertiticatesmust state the grounds on which exe:-:ption 
0 • 
is t-ased and shall be acee~tet! by the competent Cor,r"unl·ty 
authorl ties provide-d that they are aatiatiecS that the. procSucta 
concerned conform to the conditions aet out in thia Protocol. 
~hould imports or any or the above products reach such 
proportions as to cause cUtticu1t1ea to the Comr.iunity. the 
two Parties shall open consultations forthwith in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 14 or the Agreecent 
with a view to tindins a quantltati~e solution to the 
problem. 
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PROTOCOL C 
The annual growth rnte ror the quantitative limits 
introduced under Article 7 of the Agreement ehall be determin~ 
aB follows: 
(n) ror product~ in Group I: 
the rate shall be fixed at 0.5% per·7ear ror a pro~uet 
in category 1 or 2, 
- the rate shall be fixed at 4J per year !or a product in 
categories '· 4, 5, 6,, 7 or ai 
(b) tor products in categories falling'within Groups II, III, 
IV or V, the growth rate shall be fixed by agreeMent b~tween 
the Parties in accordance with the consultation procedure 
established in Article 14 of the Agreenent. Such growth 
rate may in no ca~e be lower than the highest rate applied 
to corresponding products under bilateral agreenents 
concluded under the Geneva Arrangement between the ConrnunitJ 
and other third countries having a level of trade equal 
to or comparable with that of Czechoslovakia. 
• 
' '
j\ 
DECLARATION 
CONCERNING ARTICLE 1(3) OF THE AGREEMENT 
. 
The Community declares that, in accordance with ~he 
Community rules on origin ref~rred. to in Article 1(3) ot the 
Agreenent, any amendments to the ~aid rules will remain based 
upon criteria not requiring, in order to confer originating 
status, more extensive operations than thoae which constitute 
a single complete process. 
Done at Brussels;-
.. 
. . 
For the·European 
Economic Community 
• 
: 
• 
• 
' 
' 
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DECLARAT!O~ 
CONCERNING ARTICLE 6 OF PROTOCOL A 
The Community hereby declares that neither a lack or 
tull information nor the giving or approximate information 
in box 8 or the exoort licence, nor the absence or details 
regarding the marks and numbers or the number and kind or 
packages in box 10, may constitute valid grounds tor a 
~etusal on the part or the Community authorities to issue 
an import authorization or document. 
Done at Brussels, Por the European 
Economic Community 
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Exchange of letters •. 
·Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement on Trade in 
Textile Products negotiated between·· the Czechoslovak Socialist ~l i c 
and the European Economic Community, initialled on 18 September 1981. 
I would inform you that, pending completion or the 
procedures necessary for the conelusio~ and entry into force 
of the Agreement, the Goverrunent of the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic is prepared to accept that the provisions or the 
Agreement be applied de facto from1 January 1981,, if the 
Community is willing to do likewise • 
. · I have the honour to propose that this letter and the . , 
Community's reply thereto constitute an agreement between 
the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the 
Cotr.muni ty. 
Please accept, Sir, the aaaurance or my highest 
consideration. 
For the Gov.ernment or 
the Czechoslovak Sociali9t Republic 
t 
• 
I 
: ~~ 
I Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt or your letter 
or today's date, which reads as follows: 
"I have the honour to refer to the Atreement 
on Trade in Textile Product~ negotiated between the 
Czechoslovak Socialist ~epublic • and the. European Economic 
Community, ini tlalled on 18 September 1981. 
I would inform you that, pending ccmpletion 
of the procedures necessary for the conclusion 
and entry into force of the Agree~ent. the 
Govern.":lent of the :czech~slovak Sociatist_,Republic is 
prepared to accept that the provisions or t.he 
Agreerr.ent be applied de facto from 1 January 1981 
if the Community is willing to do likewise. 
I have the honour to propose that this letter an~ 
the Community's reply thereto constitute an agree~ent 
between the Govermnent of the Czechoslovak. Soc'i a list Re'publ i c 
and the Community.". 
I have the honour to inform the Government of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic that the Community confir~s its agreement 
with the foregoing and consequently regards this Exchange or 
Letters as constituting an agreement· between the European 
Economic C~mmunity and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance or ~Y highest 
consideration. 
/ 
For the European Economic Community 
I " I I I I ~'0 
I 
' 
l• 
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Exchange of letters 
Sir , I • 
. 
In the absence, tor the period after 1981 ~ ot a breakdown 
by Member State of the agreed Community quantitative limita 
set out· in Annex II to our bilateral textil6 agreement 
initialled today, the Community and the Government ot the 
Czechoslovak Social+st Republic have agreed as follows: 
1. Czechoslovakia will be notified. by 30 Ju,ne of each year of the 
breakdown for the following year:' 
2. Any comments made by Czechoslovakia concerning such brukdown 
will be examined by both Parties in accordance with 
Artic1e 1~ of the .Agreement. 
I should be obliged it you woul~ conti~ that the 
toregoing ia in accordance with the conclusions reache4 
following the negotiations on this question between the 
European Economic Community and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.-
Please accep~, Sir, the asaurance ot my highest 
consideration. 
• 
, 
Por the Euro~ean Economic CommunitJ 
~-
' 
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I 
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I have the honour to acknowledge receipt or your letter 
ot todar'• date which reads as follows: . 
":::n the ~bsence. tor the period,atter'191h, ~t a 
bre_akdown b;,r MP.mber State or the agreed Com:nu.nitJ 
quantitative limi,ts set out in Annex II·to our 
bilateral textile agreement initialled todaJ, the 
Community and the Qoverrunent. ot the Czechoslovak Socialbt' 
Repubtic have qgreed as follows: • 
1. Czechoslovakia will . be npti!'ied by!S) June ! or e-.ob rear 
or the bre~kdown tor ~he following year. 
I. 
· 2. A·n7 comments made by Czechoslovakia concerning such 
breakdown will be examined by both Parties iD 
accordance with Article 1~ or the Agree~ent. 
I should be obliged it you would confirm th'at 
• 
'the. toregoint is in accorJanc~ with the conclusions 
reache4 following the negotiations on this quest!on 
between the European Economic Communi t)" and the Czechoslovak 
soci at i st RepubU c. • ·• -
I have the honour to.inform the. Community that my 
~ . . 
Qov-rment confirms that the foregoing is :tn accorCSance 
with the .conclusions rea~bed tollowin~ .the nesotiationa 
on textiles between tbe Gzechoslovak S.ocialist Rep~tic and ,t~ 
. . . . 
European Economic Comm~1t~ • 
. 
Please . accept. Sir • ~- asaurance ot ., hlshe••· 
c~naicleraiion. 
.. 
-· . 
.. 
- . . 
ror tbe Govemlllent of· the. Czechoslovak 
So~iaUst Republic 
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Mr Krenzler, 
I have the honour to refer to the Agree~ent between 
the Community and Czechoslovakia on trade in textile products 
which was initi~lled to-day and in particular Article 5 thereof. 
This letter records that acceptance by Czechoslovakia 
of this Article as proposed by the Community is made on the under• 
standing that as an admi~istrative procedure the Community will 
before exercising the p~wer of suspension of imports provided 
for ir paragraph 5 of the Article give 10 working days' notice 
Czech.,\lovakh in order to enable Czechosl,,vakia to rel'ledy 
the situation giving rise to the application of this Article. 
Please accept Mr Director the assurances of my highest 
consideration. 
•' 
.. 
• 
' I~ \)V{ 
• 
• 
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/' 
•· 
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• 
,.r Stolar, 
l ha\'t the hOnour to refer, to your letter of today'• 
date which r~~ds 11 follows : 
l have tht honour to ref•r to the Agreem~nt betwe~ 
the Communit~ and Czechoslovakia on trade in te•tile products 
I 
which was ir.1•i~lltd to-day and tn particular Article 5 ther•of. 
Thil lttter records that acc~ptanc• by Czechoslov4kia 
o~ this 'Article as propos~d by the' Community is mad~ on the unctr-
stand;ng that as an administrative procedure the Community wilL, 
. 
before exercising the power of suspension of imports provided 
for i~ paragraph 5 of the Article give 10 working days' notice 
Cuch~tlovak 1a tn order to enable Czechos.lovak ia to rtl"'tdy 
the aituation giving rise to the applicatir~ of th1s ~ticlt. 
Please accept ~r otrector the a,surancea of •t •to•est 
. 
COI\atdtrat ton. .. 
I have the honour to confir• that the above is • 
correct statt•e~t of the administrative procedure we agreed 
today. 
.. 
Please accept Sir the the assurance of •>' highest 
consideration. 
• 
• 
.. 
f( I I 
Mr. lrenzler, 
I have the hono~ to refer to the Agreeaent between the CoiiiiiUD.i t,-
and Czechoslovakia on trade in textile p.roducta which vu initialled 
tod~ and in particular Article 19 thereot. 
During the negotiations of this Agreement the Czechoalovak 
Delegation proposed that in order to provide atabilit7 and continui t,-
to the textile trade between the parties, the Agreement would appl.7 
for a longer (five year) period than that apecitied iD the Article. The 
Delegation maintain• ita proposal that the validit;r ot the .Agreeaent 
should be so extended. 
Please accept, Mr· •. Director the assurance of ay highest 
consideration. 
1} 
Kr. S,;ola.r, 
I have the honour to refer to 700Z' lnter ot tod..q•a 4a'te 
vhic:la read.• u tollove , 
" 
I have the honour to refer to the .&greea.nt 'betvec the ColZZI:InmiV 
aA4 C Jechoalov~a on trade in textile p,-oc!uota vhiu VM 1Ditiallecl 
. 
tod.q aD4 in parlioulu Art:lole 1~ thereof. 
to th, textile tt"~e betveen the ~arUe•, the A£Te••ent voul4 appl7 
tor a lon,er (five year) period th&A that apeoitie4 iD 'he ~icle. !be 
D4tle~~totion aaintain• ita propoeal tb&t the Ya11cU.t¥ of the ~t 
ab.oul,l. lt. ao ~ude4. 
Pleaae aooept~ ~. ~ireetor the assurance of ay highest 
cons·iderat ion. " 
Whilst the Co:JWUn1 t,y cannot at thi• aoment ac~ept a longer dvaticm 
ot U,e Agree:~~ent than provided in Article 19, it take• note ot the 
Czectoalovak proposal. The Community will conaid.er thia propoaal 
.. nori~uoly but must reoerve a definite anaver until an appropr~ate t1ae 
betoz~ the expir,y or the Agreement • 
• 
.. 
~· 
• 
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AGREEMENT 
I~ THE FOR.'-1 OF AN EXCHANGE OF LETTERS· 
BE~EEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 
15 
' -
Sir, 
I have the honour to :-efe.r to the Agreel.lent initialled 
on 18 September 1981 between the European Economic Comr.tunity and the 
Czechoslvvdk Socialist--Republic on Trade it'l Textile Products. 
Following the negotiations for the asid Agrpement the 
Corr.'tlu:'lity a~d the Czechoslovak socialist Republicboth Parties 
being GATT participants, also agreed on the following 
provisions concerning trade in certain products of flax or· 
ramie. 
During the period of validity ot the bilateral Agreement 
referred to above the Czechoslovak Socialist Republ ~all, for 
each calen~ar year, comply with the quantitative limits 
on exports or products of flax or ramie to the Community, in 
accor~ance with the annexed Tables I and II (I - description ot 
products; II - level of Czechoslovak exports>. 
These voluntary restraint measures and the administration 
thereof shall, by analogy, be subject to the same conditions 
as those applying to exports of products in Groups III, IV 
or V covered by the Agreement between the Community and the 
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic on Trade in Textile Products. The , 
same applies to the references in the said Annexes I and II 
made to Articles of the Agreement. 
The entry into force and duration of the arrangements 
provided for by the above clauses ahall be the same aa 
those or the Agreement. 
, 
( 
' ~--···-..... 
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I should be obliged it you would confirm that the 
foregoing is in aceordance with the conclusions reached 
following the negotiations on this question between the 
European £conor:lic Cor..munity and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
and that this exchange or letters constitutes 
an agreement between the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic "'r.d the 
European Economic Community • 
Please accept. Sir. the assurance or my bigheat 
consideration. 
Por the European Economic CommunitJ 
.. 
/.. :1-· ___ _,. 
l 
; 
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auant it at ive 
ea t~l)ory Description Unit Year Limits 
EEC 
117 Woven fabrics of flax or of ramie Tonnes 1981 1 600 
.. 1982 1 648 
119 Table linen ••••••••••••• Tonnes 1981 . 410 
1982 422 
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AGREEMENT 
IN THE FORM OF AN EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
BETWEEN THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 
AN~ THE EUROP~AH ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
- ) 
' 
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Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt or your letter or 
todaJ'a date, which reads as follows: 
"I have the honour to refer to the Agreement 
initialled on 18 September 1981 between the European 
Econor.lic Cor:l.r.':unity and tne Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
on Trade in Textile Products. 
Following the negotiations fo~ the said Agreement 
the Co~..r.1uni ty and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic both 
Parties being GATT participants, also agreed on the 
following provisions concerning trade in certain 
products of flax or ramie. 
During the period of validity of the bilateral 
Agreen:ent referred to above the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
shall, for each calendar year, comply with 
the quantitative limits on exports of products 
of flax or ramie to the Community, in accordance 
with the annexed Tables I and II (I ~ description 
of products; II - level of Czechoslovak e)(por•s>. 
These voluntary restraint measures and the 
administration thereof shall, by analogy, be subject 
to the same conditions as those applying to exports 
of products in Groups III, IV or V covered by the 
Agreement between the Community and the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic on Trade in Textile Products. The 
same applies to the references, ~.n the said Annexes I and 
II made to Articles of the Agreement. 
The entry into force and duration or the 
arrangements provided for by the above clauses shall 
be the same as those or the Agreement. 
.. 
\Jw 
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I should be obliged if you would confirm that 
the foregoing is in accordance with the conclusions 
reached following the negotiations on this question 
between the European Economic Co~~~nity and the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic and that this exchange of 
letters constitutes an agreement between the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic and the European Economic:- Community.". 
I have the honour to inform the Community that my 
Oovernment confirms that the foregoing is in aecordance with 
the conclusions reached following the negotiations on this 
question ·between theczechoslovak Socialist Republ:icand the European 
Econor.lic Co:nmunity and that this exchanse or letters constitute• 
an agreement between the the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the 
European Economic Communi~Y· 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance or ~ highest 
consideration. 
• 
Por the Government ot the 
Ctechoslovak Socialist Republic 
et-
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cchtr th.an nnrow wotm faltricli tha'Wfa.ICarvct. mufflers. 
lltanttll.a~o vcals aft41 the •fake. of IJas or ra-. ocha' 
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TABLE 2 
Quantitative 
Cat~gory Description Unit Year Limits 
' EEC 
117 Woven fabrics of flax or of ra•ie Tonnes 1981 1 600 
.. 1982 1 648 
. . 
, 19 Table linen Tonnes 1981 ' 410 ••••••••••••• 
1982 422 
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